Abslracl-This paper introduces an estimator working on eITors-in-mriables models whose aU mriables are corrupted by noise. The necessary and sufficient condition minimizing the criterion, defined by the square of empirical correlation between residuals with a non-zero time interval, gives the least correlation estimates. The method of least correlation can be interpreted as II generalization of the least-squares. Analysis shows that the estimator has a capability to find out the best fit without bias from noisy measurements el'en contaminated by colored noise as the number of Observations incre3ses.
eITors-in-mriables models whose aU mriables are corrupted by noise. The necessary and sufficient condition minimizing the criterion, defined by the square of empirical correlation between residuals with a non-zero time interval, gives the least correlation estimates. The method of least correlation can be interpreted as II generalization of the least-squares. Analysis shows that the estimator has a capability to find out the best fit without bias from noisy measurements el'en contaminated by colored noise as the number of Observations incre3ses.
Monte Carlo simulations for numerical examples support the cousistency of the estimator. The least-correlation estimate is not an orthogonal projection hut an oblique projection.
We discuss interesting geometric properties of the estimate.
Finaily recursh'c realizations of the estimator in continuous time domain as well as in discrete-time are mentioned briefly.
I. INTRODUCTION
The method of least squares is still the most popular approach to finding out the best fit to a given structure [20] , but it exhibits high sensitivity to errors in regressors [3, 19] .
A generalized approach to modelling noise is to view all variables as contaminated by noise, called errors-in-variables (ElY) models [12, 14, 18] which has a broad application in time series modelling, image processing, signal processing, neural networks and system identification. A recent trend in systems is trying to use powerful computers with low grade instruments, which implies in general that the need for ElY models is increasing.
We introduce a criterion de fined by the square of empir ical autocorrelation between residuals with a non-zero time interval and derive an estimate minimizing the criterion.
Anal ysis shows that the optimality in the sense of least correlation has several attractive features. It works on static systems as well as dynamiC systems since it does not depend on any specific structure of regressors. Only simple matrix algebra gives the estimate. There i s a direct relationship between the criterion and the stochastic correlation. lt works on ElY models with colored noises as well as with white noises. Literature reveals that the 'error whitening Wiener fi lter ' [10, II] can be considered as a stochastic counterparts of the least-correlation estimate introduced in this work. Un der the setting in the previous works [10, 11], the estimation residuals are whitened by the 'error whitening Wiener filter'.
In the generalized fotTIlulation in this paper, however, the estimate can not whiten the residuals any more but minimize the magnitude of correlation. In this sense, the tetTIl 'error Whitening' can not be used for this work.
This paper reports some aspects of the least -correlation estimate besides its consistency. The estimate is the suffi cient and necessary condition to minimize the criterion. The method of least correlat i on yields four induced estimators The estimate is not an orthogonal projection but a kind of oblique projection.
II. PROBLEM FORMULATION
Consider the linear regression model
where z(t) E lit is the system response at tth sampling, </>(t) E lRn is the regression vector, () E lit" is the parameter vector to be estimated and T/l (t) E lit denotes possible residuals in modelling. Let y(t) and tj;(t) denote noise-corrupted measurements of z(t) and ¢(t), respectively, that is,
where 1}2(t) E lR and (t) E lRn are additive noises. Taking into account the noises i ncluded in both the regressors and the outputs constitutes an ElY problem [9, 12, 14, 18] . depicted in Fig. 1 . In the approach in Fig. 1 , the system (1) can be static or dynamic as far as it is written in linear regression model. Applying (2)-(3) to (l) yields y(t) e(t) tj;T(t)() + e(t), (5) where T/( t) � I'll (t) + 1]2 (t) denotes the total error on output. Now let us state the estimation problem for the ElY models. (3), determine an estimate of the system parameter e based on available measurements ¢(t) and y(t).
Estimation problems frequently work with signals that are described a.� stochastic processes with deterministic components. For a common framework for deterministic and stochastic signals, we employ the defi nition of quasi stationary signals and the notation
which works on the deterministic components as well as the stochastic parts of the qua.�i-stationary signal f(t), where E denotes mathematical expectation [9, p.34]. We implicitly assume that the limit in (6) exists when E is used.
We introduce the following assumptions. AI. The system is represented as a linear regression model and the number of parameters to be estimated is known a priori. If the system is dynamic, it is asymptotically stable.
A2. The measured signals ¢(t) and y(t) are quasi stationary and jointly quasi-stationary.
A3. The noises 7/{t) and (( t) are zero-mean and finitely cross-correlated with ¢(t), i.e., there exists T > 0 such that
o for all Ikl ::::
A4. For T in A3, ¢(t) satisfies
where N is the number of data samples and the empirical correlation matrix Rt/lw(tl, t2, N ) is defined with either h = t, t2 = t � T or h = t -T, t2 = t and T If:. Itl -t21 by
t=l+r Assumptions A3 and A4 express the idea that the corre lations between data are stronger than those between noises themselves as well as those between signalS and noises. Conditions (7) and (8) 
for all Ikl ?: T > 0, respectively, due to (3) and the arbitrariness of 1>(t), ((t) and 7/(t).
Ill. LEAST-CORRELATION ESTIMATES (LCE)
Consider an arbitrary estimate 0 with the residual
which models the mismatch between the observation on the real system and the behavior of the estimated model. If the sequence of residuals resulted from the least-squares estimate is not white, then at least one of the following statements is true. 1) Either the modelling or the estimate is not complete.
2) Either ry(t) or ((t) is colored.
3) There is a non-zero correlation between ¢(t) and either 7/{t) or ((t).
Applying (4)- (5) to (13) gives above condition 1) and 2).
Condition 3) follows from the analysis of the least-squares estimate applied to the EIV problems (4)- (5) [3}. It is noted that the correlation between 'if; (t) and <: (t) is not zero whenever ((t) is not zero, which is induced from (42) in Section IV.
Given (j = 8 and 7/(t) = 0 in the EIV models, the correla tion between E(t, 0) and e(t/, 9), defi ned by EIE(t, 9)e(t', 9)1, is zero due to A3 for all I t -t'l?: T, but the mean square error E[e2(t,9)j can never be zero. Based on this insight, we introduce a least-correlation criterion J 2 (e, T, N) = (�,. t e{t, e)e(t _ T, 9») 2, (14) with the vectors Yo, Y,. and the matrices Ilia, IJir defined by
. . .
Minimizing (15) yields the estimate in Theorem 2. For notational simplicity in Theorem 2 and its proof we define
Theorem 2. (Least-Correlation Estimate) Consider the cost function J2(e, T, N) given by (14) or (15). Suppose that A4 is satisfied. Then 1Ji6/ T lJi,. /0 is nonsingular. Furthermore J 2 (e, T, N) has a unique minimum at .
(
and the corresponding minimum is given by 
Proof. Taking the gradient of (15) with respect to e yields a necessary condition 
on the right-hand of (24) and completing the squares yields
where Y E �n are defined by where 1'".(tl, t 2 , N) E IRn is defined by
with either t1 = t, t2 = t -T or tl = t -T, t� = t and T: §: It 1 -t21. Correlation (35) 
gives following property.
Since the second term of (25) with probability 1 as N goes to infinity, that is, or equivalently
Similarly as N increases to infinity, (36) comes to
and then (34) is written as with the instrumental variable wT• This kind of instru mental variable estimates is useful for ElY problems [14, 15, 17] and that the 'bia� eliminated least-squares (BELS)' approaches [21, 22] to ElY models can be interpreted as a sort of instrumental variable estimates [5, 6, 16] .
One the other hand, deleting the second terms instead of the first terms in each parenthesis of (27) yields
The other combinations of the terms in each parenthesis of (27) gives following induced estimators.
On,dT,N)
OIl,dT, N )
These induced estimates (30)-(32) are slightly different from the instrumental variable method [8, 9] .
IV. CONSISTENCY OF THE LCE
The parameter estimation error converges to the true parameter with probability 1 as N increases toward infinity.
Proof. As N goes to infinity, each of the induced es timates converges to the same value with (41), which is deduced from the proof of Theorem 3. (49)
Proof. Each of (43) and (44) is necessary and sufficient for 8(7) to minimize J2(0,T) provided that A4 is satisfied.
Using (47)- (48) to (43)- (44) 
The properties and the relationships staled in Lemma 8 can be depicted in Fig. 2 . Proof. Each item is composed of two similar or symmet ric states. We will sketch only one of each. 
respectively. According to Corollary 7, cO/r and YT/O are orthogonal. Thus the spaces spanned by cO/r and Yr! O are also orthogonal. 0
VI. NUMERICAL EXAMPLES
It is known that the Fourier series with finite elements is an optimal fitting in the sense of least squares [I] . We modify the problem into the ElV setting with
where �1J(t) and �(i (t) are white and the variance of each of them is chosen such that the signal-to-noise ratios
are about 20dB, 10dB, 5dB, or IdB, but the maximum SNR"
is limited to about IOdB due to t)l(t). According to A3, ((t) should be at most finitely correlated, but in this example we consider an infinitely correlated case as well as a finitely correlated noise as follows: I1(T) works on the EIV model as known in literature [14, 15, 17 ], but it is interesting for the othe � OIN,(r),i = 1,2,3 to make comparable estimates with BIF(r). We show in Table  IV that the method of least correlation can be applied to the problems with regressors corrupted by infinitely correlated noise which apparently violates A3. Table IV says that the least -correlation method can give pretty good estimates if A4 is satisfied with a sufficiently large T. The simulation results in Table IV are also supported by the theoretical calculations.
VII. RECURSIVE LEAST-CORRELATION ALGORITHMS
With the augmented regressors !/Ii!;�T' !/It-T!t E jRnx2 and the augmented output Yi-T!i E jR2 defined by, Fig. 3 shows the estimate for the Example I in Section VI by the RLC algorithm (66)-(68) and the RLS algorithm [8, 9] . On the other hand, for the continuous-time version of (14)
applying the minimization procedure [13, pp. 
for t > T, where e(t -Tit) and e(tlt ) are defined by e(t -Tit)
tPT(t -T){j(t) -yet -T) e(tlt) t,iJT(t){j(t) -yet). In this paper, we discuss many other aspects of the least-correlation estimate, for axample, the sufficiency for minimum and the induced estimators in Section Ill , the consistency in Section IV, the geometrical interpretations in Section V, and the recursiVe realization on continuous-time domain in Section Vll.
This work can be extended to the estimates for EIV nonlinear models [7] . Input design problem, which is closely related to A4, for the best estimates is a further work for application. Another further study will be how to realize the RLS algorithm numerically robust and computationally efficient.
